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ABSTRACT
An important concern in gear design is to reduce the dynamic load and noise of gear systems. It has been found that the
noise generated from gearing is basically due to gearbox vibration excited by the dynamic load. Since one of the situations that demand high performance is the high rotational speeds, there is a need to understand the dynamic behavior of
the gears at such speeds. Such knowledge would shed light on detrimental characteristics like dynamic loads and vibrations. An efficient way in performing studies on the dynamic behavior of gears is using computer aided analysis on numerical models. In this paper, a developed computer program is introduced to analyze dynamic behavior of spur gears
with asymmetric teeth that have a potential use for higher performance in wind turbine gearboxes. This program can be
used to compare conventional spur gears with symmetric teeth and spur gears with asymmetric teeth. By using this program, gear designers can design a gear pair and obtain results, e.g. dynamic Load, transmitted torque, static transmission error, and frequency spectra of static transmission error etc., just by pressing a command button.
Keywords: Gears; Computer Program; Asymmetric Teeth

1. Introduction
Gear dynamics has been a subject of intense interest to
the gearing area during the last few decades dynamic
loads and vibration are a major concern for gear drives at
high speeds. Simulation of meshing of gear drives performed by application of tooth contact analysis and experimental tests of gear drives have confirmed that transmission errors (TE) are the prime cause of noise and vibrations of the gear drives [1]. The definition of transmission error is made as “The difference between the
actual position of the output gear and the position it
would occupy if the gear drive were perfectly conjugate”.
This may be expressed as angular displacement or as
linear displacement at the pitch point [2]. The causes of
transmission error are elastic deflections under load,
geometrical errors and geometrical modifications.
Transmission errors causing dynamic loads in gears
affect not only the gear vibrations and noise but also
tooth fatigue, and surface failure. Therefore, the most
important objective in gear design is the minimization of
dynamic loads and transmission errors.
There have been many studies on gear design in literature. The prediction of gear transmission errors and
gear dynamic loads, gear noise and vibration for gear
drives are always main concerns in gear design. ComCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

prehensive reviews on the development of a variety of
simulation models for both static and dynamic analysis
of different types of gears are presented in [3-5]. Tearuchi and Hidetaro [5] used the tooth deflection, equivalent composite error, and equivalent mass of gear, in the
calculation of the dynamic loads on gear teeth. The numerical results obtained were shown to be in good
agreement with the experimental results. A similar vibratory model was presented in [6]. A comparison of the
theoretical and the experimental results, obtained for
dynamic characteristics of the heavily loaded spur gears,
was made. A numerical approach for the equations of
motion that contain the excitation terms due to errors and
periodic variation of the mesh stiffness was developed
and presented. This method was adapted and employed
by several researchers [7-14] to calculate the dynamic
contact load or the torsional response, depending on different gear parameters, i.e. tooth errors, addendum modification, mesh stiffness, lubrication, damping factor, gear
contact factor, and friction coefficient. In gear design, the
dynamic factor is generally used to quantify the dynamic
effects. In this context, the dynamic factor is defined as
the ratio of the maximum dynamic load to the maximum
static load on the gear tooth. Dynamic loads of gears with
low contact ratio (contact ratio is between 1 and 2) are
affected by several parameters, namely, time-varying
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mesh stiffness, tooth profile error, contact ratio, friction,
and sliding. The static transmission errors change in a
periodic manner due to the variation of gear mesh stiffness during contact. This is the source of vibratory excitation in gear dynamics. The static transmission error has
basic periodicities related to the shaft rotational frequencies and the gear mesh frequency. The mesh frequency
and its first harmonics are the predominant contributors
to the generation of noise. Many researchers investigated
the effects of different parameters (e.g. design load and
tooth profile modification) in decreasing the static transmission errors [11-13]. In addition, the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) can be used to perform the frequency
analysis of static transmission error.
Since the variation of gear-pair meshing tooth stiffness
causes static transmission errors, one of the most important method to minimize transmission errors is to change
the gear tooth stiffness. In involute gears, high contact
gear ratio gears and non standard gears are used to vary
the gear tooth stiffness. Recently, involute spur gears
with asymmetric teeth provide flexibility to designers for
different application areas due to non-standard design. If
they are correctly designed, they can make important
contributions to the improvement of designs in aerospace
industry, automobile industry, and wind turbine industry.
This often relates to improving the performance, increasing the load capacity, reduction of acoustic emission,
and reduction of vibration.
A number of studies on the design and stress analysis
of asymmetric gears are available in literature. A large
number of studies have been performed over the last two
decades to assess whether asymmetric gears are an alternative to conventional gears in applications requiring
high performance. In these studies, some standards (e.g.
ISO 6336 and DIN 3990), analytical methods (e.g. the
Direct Gear Design method and the tooth contact analysis), and numerical methods (Finite elements methodFEM) have been used to compare the performance of
conventional and asymmetric gears under same conditions [15-18].
In order to utilize asymmetric gear designs more effecttively, it is imperative to perform analyses of these
gears under dynamic loading. In some studies [19-22],
preliminary results related on the response of asymmetric
gears under dynamic loading are presesented. The effect
of some design parameters, such as pressure angle or
tooth height on dynamic loads, was shown. Although
asymmetric tooth is emerging as a major concern in gear
researches, in literature, by now there was not any virtual
tool for design of spur gears with asymmetric teeth.
Therefore, in this study, a MATLAB-based virtual tool
called DYNAMIC to analyze dynamic behavior of spur
gears with asymmetric teeth depending on various tooth
parameters. The objective of this paper is to introduce a
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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developed MATLAB-based virtual tool called DYNAMIC and to demonstrate its capabilities.

2. Dynamic Analysis of Gears
2.1. Dynamic Model
During one mesh period the tooth contact load in one
gear pair does not stay constant. This load varies depending on the transition from double tooth contact to
single tooth contact.
To determine the variation of dynamic load as a function of the contact position (or time), it is necessary to
derive the equations of motion for gear tooth pair in a
mesh. Considering the free body diagrams of the gear
and pinion shown in Figure 1, the equations of motion
can be formulated as:
J &&  r  F  F     F    F  r F
(1)
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g
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where Jp and Jg represent the polar mass moments of inertia of the pinion and gear, respectively. The dynamic
contact loads are FI and FII, while I and II are the instantaneous coefficients of friction at the contact points.
p and g represent the angular displacements of pinion
and gear. The radii of the base circles of the engaged
gear pair are rbp and rbg, while the radii of curvature at
the mating points are pI,II and gI,II.
In above equations, if the speed of the pinion tooth is
greater than the speed of the gear tooth, the sign of the
friction force is positive, otherwise it is negative. The
static tooth load is defined as:
FD 

Tp
rb p



Tg
rb g

(3)

If the angular coordinate is converted into the coordinate along the line of action, the displacements of the

Figure 1. Engaging teeth pairs along the line of action.
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undeformed tooth profiles, along the line action, can be
written as:
y g  rg  g
(4)
y p  rp  p

(5)

The relative displacement, velocity, and acceleration
can then be cast as:
xr  y p  y g
(6)

xs 

M

g

Mp Jp r

(11)

M g  J g rbg2

(12)

The equivalent stiffness of meshing tooth pairs can be
written as:
k p I  k gI
k p I  k gI
k p II  k gII
k p II  k gII

(13)
(14)

The friction experienced by the pinion and the gear
can be expressed as:
S p I 1 

S g I 1 
S p II 1 

(7)

&x&r  &y&p  &y&g

(8)

Including viscous damping, the equations of motion
reduce to:
&x&r  2  x&r   2 xr   2 xs

(9)

The loaded static transmission errors can be obtained:
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The effective gear masses are:
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(15)
(16)

termination of errors.
The reduced equation of motion in Equation (1) and (2)
is solved numerically using a method previously detailed
in Reference [19-20]. This method employs a linearized
iterative procedure that involves dividing the mesh period into many equal intervals. In this study, a MATLAB
program is developed. The flowchart of this computational procedure used for calculating the dynamic responses of spur gears, is shown in Figure 2. The time
interval, between initial contact point and the highest
point of single contact is considered as a mesh period. In
the numerical solution, each mesh period is divided into
200 points for good accuracy. Within a small interval,
various parameters of equations of motion are taken as
constants and an analytical solution obtained. The calculated values of the relative displacement and the relative
velocity after one mesh period are compared with the
initial values xr and vr. Unless the differences between
procedure is repeated by taking the previous calculated

(17)
(18)

The signs in the above expressions are positive (+) for
the approach and negative (−) for the recess. The dynamic contact loads, which include tooth profile error,
can then be written as:
FI  K I  xr  I 

(19)

FII  K II  xr  II 

(20)

where I and II are the tooth profile errors. In this paper,
the effects of profile errors on the dynamic response of
gears are not considered. Thus, the tooth profile errors
are assumed to be zero. The developed computer program has a capability of using any approach for the deCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 2. The structure of developed computer program.
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them are smaller than a preset tolerance, the iteration xr
and vr at the end point of single pair teeth contact as new
initial conditions. Then the dynamic loads are calculated
by using the calculated relative displacement values.
After the gear dynamic load has been calculated, the
dynamic load factor can be determined by dividing the
maximum dynamic load along contact line to the static
load. The dynamic factor indicates the instantaneous increase of gear tooth load over the static load. It is one of
the most important parameters used for understanding the
dynamic responses of gear drives.
In literature, different methods and empirical equations
are used to calculate the tooth deflections of spur gears.
These methods are often based on the classical theory of
elasticity and numerical approaches. However, all of
them are derived for symmetric tooth. Therefore, in this
study, a 2-D finite element model is developed to calculate the deflections of both the asymmetric and the symmetric gear teeth (Figure 3). A computer program, which
saves time and provides a means to carry out a parametric study with the gear parameters, was developed using
MATLAB. This program generates batch files for input
into ANSYS. When this file is executed in ANSYS, the
general procedure of FEA (i.e. 2D modeling, meshing,
loading, solution, and post processing) is automatically
performed. At the end, an output file, that contains nodal
deflection for loaded nodes, is created. This process is

Figure 3. 2-D finite element model.
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Figure 4. Load application.
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repeated for each gear. It should be noted that in this
analysis the loads are applied at five locations on the gear
files, the approximate curves for the single tooth stiffness,
along the contact line, are obtained with respect to the
radius of the gears.
To facilitate the calculation of the Hertzian component
of the deflection at the point loading, the size of the grid
near the point of loading is chosen as recommended by
[19,21] using the following equation:

c
e
c
  0.2    1.2 for 0.9   3
e
bh
e

(21)

where c and e are the length and width of the element,
respectively. And bh is the Hertzian contact width:
bh  2.15



F  2   p  d



E

p

 d 



(22)

tooth (Figure 4). 8-noded parabolic isoparametric elements are used for meshing of the 2D model. By using
the nodal deflection values that are read from the output
where F is applied load per unit length and E is Young’s
modulus of gear material.

2.2. Virtual Tool: DYNAMIC
Physics-based modeling and simulation is important in
all engineering problems. The current mature stage of
computer software and hardware makes it possible for
complex mechanical problems, such as gear design, to be
solved numerically. In-house prepared codes to handle
individual research projects, graduate, and/or PhD studies; commercial packages for engineers in industry are
widely used to solve almost every engineering problem.
Tailored with graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and easyto-use design steps, anyone-even a beginner can design a
gear pair and obtain results, e.g. Dynamic Load, Transmitted Torque, Static Transmission Error as a function of
time, and Static Transmission Error Harmonics etc., just
by pressing a command button. Lecturers have been increasingly using these packages to increase their teaching
performance and student understanding.
Based on and triggered by these thoughts, a virtual
tool DYNAMIC is prepared that can be used for educational and research purposes. The DYNAMIC is a general purpose tool for gear analysis (Figure 5).
There are six blocks and a figure block on the front
panel of the tool. Three blocks on the right side of the
front panel, belong to the parameters which will be defined by the users. Pinion and Gear blocks are reserved
for the tooth parameters and Mechanism block is for the
parameters related to the mechanical variables. The two
blocks above the figure are Simulation and Figure Selection panels. Once the user inputs the needed parameters,
he/she clicks the CALCULATE pushbutton to obtain the
WJM
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solution for the specified parameters. In the Figure Selection block, from the pop-up menu, user can select
which solution to be plotted: Dynamic Load, Transmitted
Torque, Static Transmission Error or Static Transmission
Error Harmonics. Then the required figure can be plotted
with the PLOT button. Once the solutions are calculated,
it is not needed to run the program again and again for
each figure option. CLEAR is to clean the figure axes
before each plot.
The variation of dynamic load, static transmission errors, static transmission error harmonics and, transmitted
torque with respect to time can be seen in Figures 6(a)(c). The solutions for different variables can be plotted in
one figure, for comparison. Figure 6(a) shows a sample
result for the variation of the static transmission error
during a mesh period. In Figure 6(b), the frequency
spectra of the static transmission errors obtained by using
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) are depicted. DYNAMIC program can also provide transmitted torque
results respect to time for sample gear pairs.
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3. Conclusion
In this paper, a MATLAB-based virtual tool, DYNAMIC,
is introduced to analyze dynamic behavior of spur gears
with asymmetric tooth design. The DYNAMIC can be
used to compare conventional spur gears with symmetric
teeth and spur gears with asymmetric teeth. The results
for dynamic load, dynamic factor, transmitted torque,
static transmission error and static transmission error
harmonics can be obtained for various tooth parameters
to show the powerful aspects of asymmetric teeth. Influence of various parameters (e.g. the pressure angle on
drive side or coast side, addendum, and teeth number) on
the static transmission errors, the amplitudes of harmonics of the static transmission errors and the dynamic
loads can be investigated. By using this program, gear
designers can design a gear pair and obtain results, e.g.
dynamic load, transmitted torque, static transmission
error, and frequency spectra of static transmission error
etc., just by pressing a command button.

Figure 5. The front panel of the DYNAMIC tool.
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